2011 Marks Duncan’s 75th Anniversary
PRESS RELEASE. For Immediate Distribution

MILWAUKEE, Wis., January 26, 2011 – Duncan Solutions, a leading provider of
parking and traffic management products and services, proudly celebrates its 75th
anniversary in 2011.
Duncan Solutions was founded in 1936 in a small corner of the Duncan Toy
Company, which made and sold the Duncan Yo Yo. Donald Duncan, owner of the
toy company and inventor of the Duncan Yo Yo, decided to experiment with
parking meters as a sideline. Soon, however, the parking meter division grew to
monopolize the entire plant and the toy business moved elsewhere.
Over the years, Duncan continued to grow through innovative engineering and a
dedication to quality products and service. Although the company began as only
one of a dozen parking meter companies in the United States, Duncan soon
emerged as the industry leader.
“At Duncan we still retain the values that enabled the company to achieve its
position in the industry,” said Mike Nickolaus, President and CEO of Duncan
Solutions. “Incorporating the latest technology into the highest-quality products,
Duncan continues to lead by providing municipalities with innovative answers to
their evolving parking needs.”
Today, Duncan Solutions is a global leader in on-street parking solutions, offering
integrated capabilities across the entire spectrum from parking space allocation and
management through enforcement to parking citation processing and collections.
Evidence of Duncan’s continued growth and commitment to quality and
technological leadership can be found in each product and service line offered.
“2011 is an exciting year for Duncan,” said Nickolaus. “In addition to numerous
product enhancements across our portfolio, we are rolling out our Liberty™ singlespace meter mechanism that accepts credit cards. We are also excited about the
upcoming launch of our new vehicle sensor whose accuracy and cost-effectiveness
will redefine and broaden the business case for widespread sensor deployment.”
Other upgrades include the expanded and upgraded CashKey program, and the
enhanced photo capabilities of the AutoCITE X3 handheld device that now
features a 3-megapixel camera with flash. Duncan has recently rolled out
numerous multi-media enhancements to its AutoPROCESS system, and continues
to expand its relationships with State DMVs for its DMVRegInfo registered owner
information retrieval service.
In addition to technological advancement through new and upgraded product
releases, Duncan brings together all aspects of its portfolio in the delivery of onstreet parking service operations for cities such as St. Louis and Atlanta,
showcasing the company’s integration and project management expertise.
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Duncan Solutions was created by bringing together leading parking products and
services companies, including Duncan Technologies, Professional Account
Management, Enforcement Technology, Reino Parking Systems and Law
Enforcement Systems. Duncan is a full service on-street parking management
company and a leading provider of parking products and services to municipal and
commercial clients worldwide.
Learn more about Duncan at www.duncansolutions.com.
###
The statements in this news release that do not directly relate to historical facts constitute "forward-looking
statements" within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These statements are
subject to numerous risks and uncertainties, many of which are outside the Company's control. As such, no
assurance can be given that the actual events and results will not be materially different than the anticipated
results described in the forward-looking statements. Factors could cause actual results to differ materially from
such forward-looking statements.
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